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(gavel)... Okay. We shall bring this Budget and finance meeting to
CHAIR HOKAMA:
order. Let us get our noisemaking equipment--oh good, I forgot it so I don’t have to turn
it off—to off or silent mode, please. This morning as usual before we start a review of
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the County Auditor’s program this morning, we’ll ask for testimony. Has there been any
request for testimony in the Chambers? We have no requests for testimony in the
Chambers. Our Hana Office is unavailable this morning. So we will ask our Lanai Office
and Ms. Fernandez, is there anyone wishing to provide testimony?
MS. FERNANDEZ: Good morning, Chair. This is Denise Fernandez on Lanai and there is no
one waiting to testify.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. On Molokai, we’ll ask Ms. Alcon if there is anyone wishing to
provide testimony?
MS. ALCON: Good morning, Chair. This is Ella Alcon on Molokai and there is no one here
waiting to testify.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, ladies. Members, no one is requesting to provide
testimony. So with no objections, we shail close testimony for today’s meeting.
COUNCILMEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Members. The Chair will recognize attendance this morning by
the Vice-Chairman, Mr. White.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning. And our Committee Members, Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEM3ER BAlSA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Good morning.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Aloha, Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good morning, Chair. And thank you for being here even
though you’re under the weather. We appreciate your presence.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, sir. And we excuse Ms. Crivello and Mr. Guzman to this meeting.
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ITEM 1:

PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 2017 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY
OF MAUI (CC 16-29)

CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, we have the Office of the County Auditor as provided by the
Charter. We have Mr. Lance Taguchi, the County Auditor present to give you the
comments as it regards to his program. This program starts on 157 of your Performance
[sic] Budget, and then on 4-24, 4-23 I should say is the details of the Auditor’s request
for financial resources. Mr. Baz, any opening comments?
MR. BAZ: No, Mr. Chair. I was going to direct them to the page number, you did that. $o
thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. Mr. Taguchi, welcome and good morning.

OFFICE OF THE COUNTY AUDITOR

MR. TAGUCHI: Good morning, Members.
COUNCILMEMBERS: Good morning.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Please start your comments, please.
MR. TAGUCHI: Thank you for the opportunity to discuss the proposed fiscal Year 2017
Budget for the Office of the County Auditor. The Office of the County Auditor consists
of the County Auditor, two Senior Analysts, and an Administrative Officer. I have here
with me today my Administrative Officer, Camille. And our office is responsible for
promoting economy, efficiency, and improved service in the transaction of public
business in both the Legislative and Executive Branches. The mission of the office is
noted on Page 147 of your Program Budget, which is to improve government
accountability through independent analysis. Strategies of the office are noted on Page
149 of the Program Budget, specifically serve as a catalyst for positive change in the
County government through focused independent audits and examinations, advocate
for the efficient and appropriate use of public resources, increase government
transparency for the purpose of bringing a higher quality of life to the citizens of Maui
County. The Office of the County Auditor has completed Charter-mandated projects,
which includes the audit of the Comprehension financial Report for Fiscal Year ended
2015, the audit of the Department of Water Supply financial statements for fiscal Year
ended 2015, the single audit report for federal Assistant Programs for Fiscal Year ended
2015. These audits were performed by N&K CPAs, Inc., with oversight from the Office
of the County Auditor and were discussed in this Chamber on March 29th. In addition
to these audits, our contract with N&K CPAs was amended to include the audit of a
supplemental schedule for Section 8 and HOME programs and to perform agreed upon
procedures for Section 8 and HOME programs. These audits and procedures were
completed on March 16th. Regarding self-initiated projects, the order of account, the
office has issued the audit of the County road resurfacing improvement and
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maintenance practices which was completed in October 2015, and discussed with you
here in the Chamber in January 2016. Our on-going audits are in various stages. The
audit of County procurements is currently in the planning stage. We anticipate issuing
sometime in June 2016. The audit of the County’s use of premium pay and overtime is
in the planning stage. The audit of the expenditures of the Fiscal Year 2012 Budget
appropriation for the old Wailuku Post Office rehabilitation project we anticipate issuing
later this year. As you know, we adhere to very vigorous and demanding professional
standards which are described in generally accepted government auditing standards,
more commonly known as Yellow Book. Finally, the Office of the County Auditor
continues to provide limited administrative support to the Cost of Government
Commission. And that is the end of my opening comments.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Taguchi. We ask Ms. Sakamoto if she has anything
she’d like to share at this time.
MS. SAKAMOTO: No, Mr. Chair. Just good morning, everyone.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Well, thank you for joining us. Welcome back home. I wish every
department submitted something like this, but we understand it is not the same. You
basically have a flat budget in all accounts. So stating that, Members, first VU ask if
you have questions regarding the Auditor, regarding his goals and objectives. Any
questions, Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Chair. On Goal Number 1, Number 3, on the number of
audits or evaluations initiated, there are two in 2015, estimated three in ‘16, and two in
2017. And I would think that the public would ask the same question that comes to my
mind is that can you do more than two or three a year with three staff auditors?
MR. TAGUCHI: Thank you for the question. When discussing the number of audits that any
audit office can do, the general guideline that Vve found by going to seminars and talking
to other audit shops is approximately one per audit staff. In general, on average, an
audit takes around nine months from start to finish. It really depends upon the audit
area, the cooperation you receive, and the various other things that can happen in the
audit. In regards to providing more audits as I know, we always strive to try and provide
more audits, but we are constantly faced with a dilemma and that is basically we can
provide more audits if we limit scope. In other words, if we narrow scope on an audit,
we can produce audits quicker. The problem with narrowing scope is that your audit
becomes a lot of times less meaningful. We could do like audit of cash receipts of a
particular entity rather than a broader subject. So far the audits that we’ve tried to do
was broader in scope. My hope was that it would be finding more meaningful
recommendations which would help the efficiencies of the County. That’s why we did
the Treasury audit and the roadway audits. There is a way that I will be trying in fiscal
2017 to produce more audit reports. Some of the audit shops within the other counties
will outsource audits. I think the process that they go through is through a professional
services procurement. The general consensus that I have been finding is that these
audits that are outsourced are more limited in the scope. They try to do narrow audits,
because when you out source an audit, there is still a lot of work that our office would
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have to do, and a lot of that work is involved in the planning, scoping, procurement of
the audit. I think this Council procured an audit so I think you’re well aware of some
of the challenges that must be overcome when you do a procurement or when you try
to audit an issue. That being said, in 2017.... in 2016, I listed an audit to be procured
which was intended to be procured; however, I ran into some difficulties so I’m going to
try and do an outsourced audit in 2017. It’s not noted here because it’s the audit that
was in my 2016 proposal. But once again, there are ways and generally the two ways
is to outsource audits or I can expand staff. The challenges that I’ve found expanding
staff, one is, it is a fixed expense, in other words once we hire someone, we will retain
that person for the duration. The other problem that I’ve encountered in recruiting staff
auditors is not as, there aren’t as many staff auditors in the State that is willing to move
to Maui. I had hoped that some of the auditors maybe in the State Auditor’s office or
the City Auditor’s office, because they have large staff, would be willing or would be
interested in coming to Maui County; however, that has not been the case. So, I will
and I constantly look to see if I believe that there will be more opportunities, but for
now, my focus in 2017 would be to outsource audits.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Let us know if you want to try and maybe consider
initiating an intern type of program to get the college, those interested in accounting in
college may be interested in government accounting. So if that’s some-way we can assist
your office, Mr. Taguchi, we are open to different methods of maybe helping with your
manpower requirements.
MR. TAGUCHI: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino, any comments or questions for Mr. Taguchi?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, not at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Carroll questions for the auditor? Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No, Chair. I’m okay for now.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Good morning, thank you. Yeah. In goals and objectives,
Goal 1, Item 4, number of follow-ups performed on implementations of
recommendations. OCA is for,. .what does that stand for?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Office of County Auditor.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, that’s you, okay sorry, and so you’re not interested or
think it’s needed to follow up. I mean you recommend two different departments
whatever your findings are. I mean I think that it is like one of the most important
things I always like go straight for in an audit to see what the recommendations are to
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rectify an issue that prompted this audit, and thereby we want to know that they are
following up with corrective measures. $o I’m just wondering if you can give comment
on that.
MR. TAGUCHI: Thank you for the question, Member Cochran. Follow-up is a critical part of
our office and for every auditor’s office, because follow-up provides a mechanism to try
and make sure that some of the recommendations are followed, and if not followed, then
people will know that it is not followed and if there is a good reason. The reason why
there is none in 2017 is because what I want to do and what most audit shops do, we
allow the auditee some time to implement the recommendations. Especially because a
lot of the recommendations will require a lot of work for the departments to do.
Sometimes it will require the department to hire more staff or rearrange the procedures
or utilize a particular software. So we will probably see some follow-up audits in maybe
in 2018, but for now, we want to give the auditee a chance to implement the
recommendations. It’s a matter of fairness for them. We can’t expect them to get
everything done overnight.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you for that explanation. So you just kind of
give them a time frame, a year or so out depending on what the corrective action is. So
you are not every day checking “hey, are you doing it,” “are you doing it,” ‘what are you
doing,” “where are you at?” So rather than kind a breath down their back the whole
time, you just gonna and then come revisit in a year or two to see how they’re doing.
MR. TAGUCHI: That’s correct and I do watch like the Budget Sessions so I do see how some
of the auditees if they respond or what have they responded in their report to you as
Council, but as far as formal follow-up review it will be done after we give them some
time to implement.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Well very good, yes, that is very fair. And then secondly
Goal 2, you only have one, but the third block down, the number of professional
organizations to which employees are affiliated and these are who? Who are they? It
looks like 18 you have affiliations. Then you dropped down this year to 10.
MR. TAGUCHI: Yeah. The way we count it is per individual so it’s not like one organization.
If three of us belong to the Association of Local Government Auditors, like we do, we’ll
count that as three. Initially we had a higher amount. Then we kind of changed the
way we looked at it, and being part of these organizations is good and bad. It costs
money to be a member. Sometimes we are members because we need to get continued
professional education, and being a member, you get significantly discounted. The
seminars and sessions are significantly discounted so we kind of pick and choose which
ones well be associated with and which one is the best value for the office and individual
auditors. The other thing that may change at time to time is if we’re in an audit that
requires some kind of special background, we will consider joining that association.
There is all different kinds. There’s like certified fraud examiners, there’s local
government auditors, there’s association of government auditors, but we kind of look at
it and try and determine which the best value for us.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And those costs are reflected where in services or other
costs?
MR. TAGUCHI: Is it okay to go to the Details?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Go ahead, go ahead.
MR. TAGUCHI: If you look on 4-26 there is an item Index Code 901013B. I’m sorry, I’m being
corrected by my Administrative Officer.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. $akamoto, why don’t you tell us the subaccount.
MS. SAKAMOTO: It’s Subobject Code 6212 dues. That’s where that comes out from for the
memberships.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you.
MS. SAKAMOTO: You’re welcome.
COUNCILMEM3ER COCHRAN: That’s all Chair, thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. I would also add that regarding the follow-ups, the auditor
provides an audit. The Council uses it as a tool also on our finance responsibilities of
accountability. So it’s not only the duty of the auditor, it’s the duty of the nine of us to
help follow through on the audits’ recommendations. It’s part of our responsibility as
Councilors besides the auditor. But saying that, basically, Members, it is a flat Budget.
I’m going to ask, because again it’s a flat Budget, I will entertain any questions in A, B
and C Account, because if you look at it, he’s a pretty frugal, or I should say maybe Ms.
Sakamoto is a pretty frugal Admin Officer. So I’ll ask Mr. White, any questions in A, B,
or C for the Office of County Auditor?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: No, Chair, like you I wish we had other departments that had this level
of small increases. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Maybe some other departments can take some lessons from
Ms. Sakamoto. No not at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Carroll, any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Balsa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No, no questions on the money. Apparently they got a tight-fisted
lady running the place. Well trained.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Cochran, any questions in A, B, or C?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, Chair, not at this time. I think they are doing an awesome
job.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. I will at this time make some comment on a correspondence I
received from the Office of the Auditor, regarding comments as it relates to some of his
efforts in the old Wailuku Post Office review and as it regards to Section 10 of the Budget
document. I appreciate the comments from the Auditor, and therefore the Chair will
inform the Committee this morning that the Chair is now considering to amend Section
10 of the Budget Ordinance to address some of the important concerns the Auditor has,
and again the Staff does not know about it and they are not going to be happy. I’m
considering implementing Appendix D on the Budget which will be a finer and more
specific parameter of what each CIP project will be about. I’m not going to let it run
through with general language to avoid issues and concerns from the Auditor, so I’m
looking at revising Section 10 and creating Appendix D. It’s something new the Staff is
thinking what is the Chair going to do? I am unhappy with how some of the CIP has
been moving forward so Appendix D will more than likely be a reality in the new fiscal
With that, Mr. Taguchi,
Any questions for your Chair?
Year 2017 Budget.
Ms. Sakamoto, is there other things you would like to comment regarding your office
please at this time?
MS. SAKAMOTO: No, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: One thing I wanted to ask Mr. Baz, and that would be on Page--real fast,
Mr. Baz--4-24. In other departments if I remember correctly, premium pay, and maybe
it was with Fire or whatnot, was to cover anticipated salary increases, but this one we
put it under salary adjustments. Can you tell me your approach and why the difference
for within departments, please, Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, for the County Council, Department County Council which includes
Office of Council Services and the County Auditor’s program, this is what was presented
to us from the Staff. Instead of reflecting the increases in the actual individual pay by
position, as the Administration there are no.. .if you look at Page 4-23, there are no
proposed increases to the individual salaries, but that amount there in 5250 on 4-24 is
presented as what would the compilation of those raises would be.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Taguchi, so what we have under your office is what you presented
to our Staff to submit to Mr. Baz for inclusion in the Budget’s proposal?
MR. TAGUCHI: Thank you, Chair Hokama. Yes, the number that you see in, on Page 4-24,
Object Code 901013A, called salary adjustments, that number represents although it
says a one-time appropriation to cover anticipated salary increases, it’s really not that.
What it is a three-point, approximately 3.5 increase for the Staff, which would be
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composed of the two Senior Auditors and the Administrative Officer. We did it that way
because that.. you could. it’s a better way to understand where the current amounts
are, and I think in discussion, Camille in discussion with Sandy, we decided to present
it that way, but the description is a little misleading. It’s not a one-time appropriation.
.

. .

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Well, we can work on that before the next submittal, on how to make
some adjustments and improvements so that’s fine with me. I just.. .1 would like us to
move hopefully to a consistent way where everything is the same regardless of origin.
That might make it easier for the Members in our annual review, But with that, any
other questions? If not, we are done with the Office of the County Auditor. Thank you
very much. Lets’ bring in Civil Defense down. And for the Members, I understand the
demands of Monday, as well as it’s part of our travel day for us to go to Molokai, to allow
Molokai people give us their comments Monday evening. So again, Members, for
Monday, if we can start on time, we’ll get to our requirements as soon as possible so
that you can make your arrangements on time for transportation to Molokai.
CIVIL DEFENSE AGENCY

CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning, Ms. Foust. Mr. Baz, any opening comments for Civil Defense,
please.
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. So the Civil Defense Agency is Page 109 of your Mayor’s
Proposed Budget document. We have the... now I always forget her title Emergency
Management Coordinator--or something
—

MS. FOUST: Officer.
MR. BAZ: --similar to that--Officer here. They do have a historical name of Civil Defense, but
the State has changed, it’s just our Charter hasn’t changed for their name, that’s why
we still call Civil Defense verses Emergency Management, which is really what they do.
So Mr. Chair, she is here to provide opening comments and hopefully answer any
questions you might have. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Yeah, I can see us having problems down the road with
EM because we have Environmental Management Department and then we have now
you as an Emergency Management Program. So give us time, Ms. foust, but under
Charter we are still Civil Defense. So Ms. foust, we are happy to hear your opening
comments regarding your Budget request for the next Fiscal Year.
MS. FOUST: Thank you, Chair. Good morning Councilmembers. As you’re aware, the Civil
Defense Agency preforms the Emergency Management functions for the County, and we
do that in a comprehensive Emergency Management approach of--you see it up herepreparedness, response, mitigation, and recovery. Those are the traditional Emergency
Management functions, and we organize ourselves in those functions on our day-to-day
basis. And then we go into the Incident Command System when we get into a disaster
or an emergency event when we activate the EOC. We are in the fifth year of our initial
strategic plan, and our initial plan when I first came back to Civil Defense, was really to
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get our Agency back on solid ground and to build a good foundation for our Agency. We
did not have a lot of policies and procedures that had been updated to really reflect the
new changes of the incident command structure so we’ve done those things over the
past few years. We’ve brought our staff training up to those levels, and as I mentioned,
we are in that final year of really building that solid foundation, and you will see some
of those things in our Budget. So just some highlights of things that we’ve done so far
this fiscal Year. We’ve completed the hazard mitigation plan which is a Federal
requirement, and we worked multi-department, multi-jurisdictional in order to get that
done, and it was approved in August and that was approved through FEMA. We
continue to roll out our Makaala Notification System which is a much more robust
system than what we had been doing in the past. We currently have 3,400 subscribers
to that system. We also use it for internal notification and callouts, and we’ve also
opened it up to other departments to use for their own callbacks. So I know that the
fire Department uses it for callbacks, and then we’ve always shared it with the
Department of Water Supply so they can do public notifications for when they have
water main breaks and other outages and things like that. You will be happy to know
that Phase 1 of the Siren Modernization Program has finally been completed. Over the
years, the modernization program has really taking a long time to get some traction. We
are working with the State who has primary responsibility for that. So our role really
has been helping them push through any permitting that needs to happen regarding
SMA permits from the County or lease agreements from sirens that are on County
property. While the Siren Modernization Program was going forward, there had been
some issues then about maintenance of the current sirens that were there. So as we
move forward into Phases 2 and 3, we’re going to be requesting them to hold off adding
sirens that are out of the inundation zone so that we can make sure that the ones that
are in the inundation zones are upgraded and are not susceptible to erosion and all of
the things that had been happening previously. We have also been working with our
counterparts at State Civil Defense to insure that we have a maintenance program for
the sirens, because that had been an issue before where we were only going out when a
siren didn’t sound and then trying to troubleshoot it or work on it at that point. We
want to make sure that we don’t get to that situation before we have outages in coverage.
So the other things that we have done, our Community Emergency Response Team
Program continues, and this year we’ve had sessions in Pukalani and Kihei, Central and
Lahaina and also our first one ever in Hana. So we were super happy to have eight
graduates from the Hana class. We also have another one scheduled at the request of
the Keanae community. They have brought together ten people so we will be doing
another one for them first at the beginning of the fiscal. We are going to Lanai at the
end of the month to start one for them. It will be the second training that we’ve had for
those folks, and I’m sorry to say that the Molokai class was cancelled. We only had two
registrants for that particular class. So we are working with the community to try to
find a better time to reschedule and also to figure out what’s the best way to reach the
community and get them to commit to the training that we have scheduled. Some other
things that are happening right now, April is Tsunami Awareness Month, and we have
published our extreme tsunami evacuation zone maps so those are currently on the
Civil Defense website. And we have the shape files that have gone to NOAA so that when
people go to the interactive NOAA website, they will be able to put their address in and
they will be able to see where they fall within the tsunami evacuation zones. We had a
-
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very active hurricane season this year. There were 15 named storms, I’m sure you have
seen this in the news and it had been covered. Ten of those required an EOC activation
at some level so we had a very busy summer and early fall. The last hurricane went
well into November so the full June through November season was on us. And actively
right now, we are working with the Department of Health on the mosquito borne illness
outbreak that had occurred initially on the Big Island, and at first it was all about the
Dengue, but as you know, the World Health Organization has declared an epidemic or
a crisis for Zika, and then also there’s another virus out there called Chikungunya, and
there are all transmitted by the same mosquito so which we do have here in Maui. So
we have been meeting with them regularly to talk about what we are doing for
surveillance and also to finalize our plans for if it becomes locally transmitted here in
Maui County, how we will then aggressively go after that particular or respond to that
particular situation. So what you see in our Budget in front out you, some of the biggest
changes for fY ‘17. This is the first time you have seen us come before you for expansion
position requests, and you see that it’s pretty minimal. When I asked for positions in
terms of building that foundation for our agency, I’m asking for a quarter-time position
for somebody on Lanai, somebody on Molokai, and somebody in Hana. While we have
been able to in the past, continue working with volunteers from those areas, when we
have 15 hurricanes in a season, in addition to Dengue, in addition to a tsunami advisory
we had earlier, most of the folks that we have been counting on in those remote or rural
communities, are already fuiltime assigned to another department, and so we are asking
them to do some things for our department. And during an activation, that’s usually
okay because we are using this incident command structure, but it’s things like this
Molokai class that ended up being cancelled, because I don’t have a person who is not
a volunteer that I can task and have them going out and doing some of these information
gathering community meetings and things like that on our behalf. So that’s what you
see in our expansion position for a Civil Defense District Coordinator. And then in our
operations budget, you see that we added funds to do an update to our emergency
operations plan. The last update was done in 2010, and as I mentioned, we have done
some things operationally within our own agency that have changed, and laws have
changed, other things have changed so we are going to be doing update to our emergency
operations plan this year. So with that, I’ll go ahead and answer any questions that you
may have.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, for your presentation. That was very good. We appreciate that.
You gave us a lot of good information. So Members, let’s start off with the goals and
objectives component first of this Department, and I’ll ask since Ms. Foust did mention
a lot of things happening on East Maui. Mr. Carroll, questions? Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No questions but I would like to compliment Ms. Foust, she’s done
an outstanding job. You know it’s really nice when we’re caught up in these emergency
situations, to know that we have very competent people taking care of us. Thank you.
MS. FOUST: Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. I do not have questions specifically goals
and objectives, but can I ask comments of external factors description from the opening
section of
—

CHAIR HOKAMA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --her at-a-glance? And yes, definitely high confidence in the
work and service you do for us.
MS. FOUST: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So thank you for that. In your... do you know where I’m at on
Page 12...
MS. FOUST: One twelve.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: At the top, external factors, it’s on the board.
MS. FOUST: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, very good. And it says establishing a Hawaii Emergency
Management Agency. This is on the State level and that that has been created and in
action.
MS. FOUST: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And then because this Act will then codify this existing
role of us the County, and so what has that changed anything on our behalf or given us
more, I don’t know, power or say in things when emergencies occur because of this Act?
MS. FOUST: So yes, the Act 111 that codified the Emergency Management and it really
updated it from the initial conversation we had from Civil Defense into the Emergency
Management arena. Somethings that happened that really are good for our County,
previously our Mayor had to be appointed by the Adjutant General who is the head of
State Civil Defense where Hawaii Emergency Management Agency as well as the
National Guard. And that had to be then approved by you as the Council for the Mayor
to be the head person in their own jurisdiction. So that went away where it just
automatically says that the Mayor or the highest elected official of the County has
jurisdiction over his or her jurisdiction. So that’s one thing that happened. Some other
things that happened is that it gives the Mayor of each County the same types of powers
that the Governor has, at the local level. So it spells it out very clearly that the Mayor
has the same types of authorities that the Governor has at the State level. So that does
not mean that the Mayor can direct State assets necessarily, but it means that the
suspension of County ordinances or other things like that, the things the Mayor can or
the Governor can do at the State level are automatically given to the Mayor or designee
during an event. So those are the main things that have happened. And our Charter
does say, you know, it’s pretty brief in how it describes Civil Defense in accordance with
-
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State laws. So there are some small changes that I think we are going to look into
making with name changes and things like that, but it will automatically just revert to
what the HRS is.
COUNCILMEM3ER COCHRAN: Okay. Yeah, very good. That is what I was trying to figure
out if things of that nature have changed. And then the next sentence below that
paragraph, local National Guard unit mission assignment is changing. And what does
that sentence mean “which will diminish the organic backup communication
capabilities”?
MS. FOUST: Thank you for that question. The Air National Guard here on Maui has
traditionally been a communications unit, and so they have a lot of equipment that
would be able to be brought in support of our County that is here automatically at their
facility. Because their mission has been changed and they’re being used as a support
to another unit still in a communications capacity, the actual communications
equipment that they had which was called a JISCC package, that included satellites,
laptops, communications to off-island communications as well as on-island
communications will not be available to us any longer.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, currently that is done?
MS. FOUST: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And how.

.

.

what are we doing in place of it I guess.

MS. FOU$T: Sure, so we are still in conversations with them, because it’s not like the
equipment necessarily went away, a lot of it is probably still operational. So we’re talking
with them about creating an MOU to keep that equipment as a capability for us. The
maintenance of that equipment, because as you know with technology things change so
quickly if it’s not updated and if there isn’t some money put into that, it may become
obsolete anyway. In the meantime, we do have several satellite phones that we have
deployed both for ourselves. It’s called a BGAN satellite. We have, as you know,
Countywide we have a much more robust public safety radio system. We also... .there’s
a Statewide system called a Statewide Shared Blended System so we have radios on that
particular system as well. We always rely on our amateur radio operators through the
RACES and the ARES clubs. As you know or may not know actually, historically the
amateur radio community has been the first up and operating communications-wise
after disasters. And so we do maintain those relationships. And we actually have a
position in our Emergency Operations Center with an amateur radio, and we have
members of the amateur radio club come and staff that for us during events. And then
we also have another satellite system Push-to-Talk satellite with State Civil Defense--I
keep calling them that--Hawaii Emergency Management Agency on Oahu, and then we
are also using a lot of Webuc it’s called. So we do have a reliance on Internet
communications at times that is a little worrisome. So we still have the satellite backup,
but I think what people need to understand is that in a time of an emergency, you know,
communications will be diminished, So it’s always we talk about mission critical
communications and to make sure that we are focusing our or limiting our
I—,
-
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communications to that, and it’s hard in this day and age when we’re texfing and having
instant communications with folks about so many things. It’s harder now for people to
filter what does that mean mission critical.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you very much. And Chair, if you don’t mind, one last
question, next paragraph, following a high profile event. What was that?
MS. FOUST: Oh, that’s just a general statement

-

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay.
MS. FOUST: --whenever there is like a big event, people, we have an opportunity or a window
to reinforce preparedness. I also have that fear that what happened this year, we have
a lot of anxiety we’ll call it, or things that come close but then don’t actually hit us or
do damage so it almost becomes that balance of cry wolf versus is that an opportunity
now to talk about continued preparedness.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Again thank you very much, and your knowledge and
detail in this is very reassuring and lends to high confidence.
MS. FOUST: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And Ms. Cochran asked the question on
the National Guard that I was going to ask. I think that’s pretty much it, Everything
else looks good and I do want to commend you for doing a really, really good job, and
just to let you know I do have an item that has just been transmitted to Mr. Victorino’s
Committee to work on changing your name.
MS. FOUST: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: A Charter amendment. We’ll get it.
MS. FOUST: Thank you and I appreciate that very much
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: No questions, thank you. You did a good job.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Guzman questions?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Not a problem.
-
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Not at this time. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino, any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes. Thank you. The other question I have, well, the
question I have for you is how is our working relationship with the other counties as far
as Emergency Management is concerned.
MS. FOUST: So Chair and Councilmember Victorino, thank you for that question. We have a
very good working relationship with the other Emergency Management Agencies
Statewide, the State and county levels. During Iselle when the Big Island was the one
that really took the brunt of that impact, I sent staff to assist them and it was twofold,
they needed personnel obviously, and also I had some newer staff so it was an
opportunity for some of our staff to participate in a real event to enhance the training
that is book knowledge and things like that. So we do things like that on a fairly regular
basis, we train and exercise together, and we have a quarterly Civil Defense, I’ll call it
Civil Defense Administrator/Emergency Management Director meeting, so we really
discuss the Emergency Management issues within the State and work together on those.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, thank you and you have done a fabulous job in many
areas and also responding to the needs of the community, and the Waihee community
is very appreciative of the siren that had fallen down two years ago.
MS. FOUST: I know. That was a...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I understand and I’m not blaming you. It was a trip but we
got it done, and I was at the SCBM meeting at Waihee School, and Principal Yatsushiro
told me to tell you thank you very much on behalf of all the family, children, and the
neighbors in the area, the community-at-large in that area. The last question I have for
you is I notice you and I’m really thankful for that and I hope my colleagues will support
that, these part-timers on the outlying districts which many times are really left alone
except for Police and Fire, those emergency services. Do you feel that will enhance and
give the outlying districts and our sister counties, not counties, sister islands the ability
to be better prepared for emergencies in the future?
MS. fOUST: Thank you for that question. Yes, I really do. As I mentioned, you know, we are
in communications with them when we have an event, and I’m reliant on somebody
though from a Police role or in a fire role who have primary duties in their role already.
So I appreciate the extra effort that they give us during events and even before events,
and some of those folks because they live in those communities obviously go the extra
mile and give us time just on their own. And I appreciate that very much. I do really
though want to have a go-to person who I know is trained in the Incident Command
System and isn’t going to be I don’t want to say distracted but have their attention
divided among first responder duties and some of the Emergency Management duties.
And I think that things like getting the word out for the Molokai community or being
able to go to community meetings and stress the importance of the community
-
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emergency response team so that we get participation, because I know that the
community wants that, but not having a person there on the island to really have them
ask questions to or again just even go in that face-to-face meeting with them to get the
participation levels up is detrimental to us now. $o we’re doing what we can, but I think
that even just ten hours a week is really going to enhance our presence and our
preparedness in those areas. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I agree with you, and I think like our visitors’ bureau
always says top of mind and if you’re there, they see you, they hear you, they tend to be
ready. And I agree that even now I hear people say oh, we have so many false alarm,
we have so many cry wolf kind of situations, and we get all ready, we get all our water,
we get all our supplies, our medicines, and nothing happens. And my response to them
has been thank the Lord for that, because you don’t want to experience the tragedy of
a disaster.
MS. FOUST: Exactly. And I also don’t want us as a community to fall into a false sense of
how prepared we are, because nothing happened, we all, sometimes people come away
from that, patting themselves on the back like oh, we did so well. We did well for what?
We did well in the anticipation and the preparation, but we don’t know on the other side
of it, what it would look like. So I also want to caution us as a community not to get too
self-congratulatory when we make it through an event without anything happening,
because that is just sheer luck, frankly.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Anna. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. Like Auditor’s Office there’s not much big
adjustments in this program area. She already mentioned her “A” Account which is
3.25 position request for Hana, Lanai, and Molokai. Under operations, you are asking
us for adjustments in your professional services. So regarding your update plans for
the operations, I notice under grant revenue you have Homeland Security monies. Can
these monies be used for the update?
MS. FOUST: We have already the monies that are in our.. for FY ‘17, we just went before
the Department of Defense Grant Management Office and our other colleagues. We
haven’t been awarded those monies yet, but when we do go in for our grant requests,
we come with investment justifications. And what we put in for, for our investment
justifications line up with the Department of Defense and Hawaii Emergency
Management Agency and our Agency goals. So we put in requests for a transfer switch
at the Waihee Department of Water Supply--wait, is it Waihee where we’re gonna do
that--we put in money for rescue systems training for the Fire Department; we’ve put in
monies for, oh, one of things that we want to do as an Agency is a Public/Private
Partnership Conference, so the funds that we have submitted for are already spoken to
and the update was not part of that. And if I may just on my justifications for those.
There are some things that an Emergency Management Agency is required to do
fundamentally, and having an Emergency Operations Plan is one of those. So some of
the things that we are required to do or that are part of our basic function for what we
.
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do for the County, I feel like those should be paid for us as the County, things that are
enhancing...
CHAIR HOKAMA: We’ll make that determination.
MS. fOUST: Things that are enhancing I feel like it should be inherent on us as a community
to do those types of things that are basic functions. And then we use the Homeland
Security Grant Funds which we don’t. we don’t ever know really what we are going to
get from those. We put in submissions for those for enhancements within our entire
operations of the Emergency Management community.
.

.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Is your Agency on the ShoreTel phone system?
MS. FOUST: Yes, we are. We also have Hawaiian Tel landlines in the Emergency Operations
Center in the event that the ShoreTel phones are down, so we still rely on the hardwired
hard lines in the Emergency Operations Centers.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Why do you need 20,000 for reflective signs?
MS. FOUST: That is a project that has been mostly in the West, or excuse me, in the East
Maui community. There’s a project in the East Maui community and other rural areas
where first responders are having a hard time finding homes or finding people when
they call 911 and it’s been delaying responses. We did get a grant, a small grant amount
for $5,000 to pay for the signs themselves. So this would be to help distribute those
and install those in the rural communities, and we want to make it so that persons who
live in those areas that need those reflective signs so that the Fire and Ambulance and
Police can find them quickly without driving past or back and forth would be able to do
so. So we want to make that available to those communities and to assist our first
responders enabling them to get there in a quick fashion.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ueoka, isn’t in the Code that the property owners required to do this?
That legible street address signage.
MR. UEOKA: I believe there is a requirement to have a sign, a street number; however, this is
a program that has been brought up by the...
CHAIR HOKAMA: I didn’t ask that question.
MR. UEOKA: Okay. Yeah. I believe it is in the Code. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Questions, Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. On Page 1-6 of the Details under Professional Services you’re
requesting in addition to the item that Mr. Hokama just mentioned, 75,000 to update
the County Emergency Operations Plan. What is involved with that process, and then
what is the remaining balance of 65,000 going to be used for?

-
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MS. FOUST: So for the first part of the question as far as what is involved with the Emergency
Operations Plan, so it is similar to what we did with the Hazard Mitigation Plan. We will
contract someone to come, and they’ll use the FEMA comprehensive planning
guidelines, and they will do a review of our current plan, and then it will involve meetings
with each of our departments to talk about their own emergency plans so it will be
helping them to update their emergency plans and then coordinating and really there is
language that’s used all the time, crosswalking it or deconflicting things to make sure
that we aren’t all thinking we’re using the same resource for different purposes, et
cetera.
So it will involve meetings with each department, rewrites of the plan,
community meetings, going to some of our outer districts to do the same things, looking
at our additional plans, not just the Emergency Operations Plan but again cross
referencing back to the Hazard Mitigation Plan, and then writing the actual plan so
that’s what that usually entails. The other.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Before you go on to the other one,

--

MS. FOUST: Yes, sir.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: --just for clarification. I understand that theyll be writing the plan that
will be housed in your Department. But you mentioned that they’re gonna be talking
to each department and talking about their plans. Does this include their assistance in
rewriting each departmental emergency preparedness plan?
MS. FOUST: It will not include rewriting their plans. It will be a review of their plans again to
make sure that they are current with the regulations that have changed or other FEMA
requirements and again making sure that they are using the Incident Command System
within theirs. But we don’t get into their operational plans in detail other than to make...
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: So the departments will just get suggestions from them?
MS. FOUST: Yes, and they do get significant recommendations on how to update their plans,
et cetera.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. Thank you. Then the other 65,000?
MS. FOUST: Yeah, so it is not in here but we also need to do updates to our business continuity
plans and continuity of operations plans so that will be part of that, and then the
subscription for the Everbridge service which is the Makaala system that we are using
for our alert and notification is the other piece of that.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay because I note that in, I realize that they’re all increases required
by collective bargaining, but with 9 percent increases average in the department, there’s
a, I know some of us have a litfie bit of heartache that there’s only increases and we
may need in the end to be looking for some places to modify amounts.
MS. FOUST: Chair?

-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Foust?
MS. FOUST: So last year we didn’t have those increases. That was a mistake on my part, on
some of those in terms of step movements that did not get included in here. So you see
that there’re contractual step movements, plus there were those updates from previous
step movements that had been on hold in the past that were then granted. So those
increases are high because they had not been those increases previously so I think
you’re seeing that, I assume that you are seeing that kind of across.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Yeah. So are those increases retroactive?
MS. FOUST: No. Those happened at the time, but last year, I was short in my “A” Account
and had to use monies and move monies from the “B” Account, which obviously we
cannot do going forward. So those have been made up for here in this.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Baz?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Yeah. Similar to the discussion we had with DPS, the step
movements even though collective bargaining required it, the departments all had to
manually go through and calculate them in and then present them to my office and the
request and for Fiscal Year ‘16. And as you can see, a few of them got missed throughout
there, so that’s why it looks like they’re getting a significant increase from ‘16 to ‘17, but
what’s really happening is they already got their increase by collective bargaining, and
so now just the budget is being put there to cover the increase that they already got.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Right, but she mentioned that there were steps that were not initiated
by the Department. So are those...
MR. BAZ: She did not tell my office to put it in the Budget, but they.,. already they...
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. So people got the increase.
MR. BAZ: Yes, people got the increases, it got processed, and they got it in their pay already.
It’s just we did not have the budget for it,
VICE-CHAIR: Okay. Thank you. That was it for now. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I’m okay thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I’m okay thank you.

-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Carroll questions sir? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No thanks,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran? Mr. Couch? Are there, let’s see. Again, Ms. Foust has a
pretty straightforward Budget request. Let’s see, we talked about Ops, we talked about
the ShoreTel phone. She said yes. Are you having difficulties with the ShoreTel system?
And be candid because if we don’t know the issue, it’s hard for us to help address it.
MS. FOUST: ‘Thank you. I think similar to others, occasionally the system is down so you
know there’s either you are not receiving calls or unable to make calls or maybe just
you can’t make long distance calls or maybe you can’t make calls just dialing the
four-digit number.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So for the three-quarter time people, I guess you already mentioned your
general mode then would be cell phones as communications.
MS. FOUST: I’m looking into some office space to, in some of like perhaps sharing with Police,
Fire, or other areas. So it would be primarily cell phone, but they would be issued a
radio as well, but also I’m looking for a place for them to be housed.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You are going to put them under the Police $00 megahertz system?
MS. FOUST: Yes, we all are, our whole staff has

-

CHAIR HOKAMA: Eight hundred?
MS. FOUST: --two talk groups on the public safety radio system.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Very good. Very good. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: I forgot to ask a question. What is the reason for doubling the Red Cross
allocation for this year?
MS. FOUST: In the grant allocation, in the past, the Red Cross has come to us every year and
asked us for a $50,000 appropriation. The past two years we have put in the $25,000
for their operations here for Maui County. So this year we did put in their full request.
It is to fund their one fuiltime position that they have here for Maui County, and you 11
be seeing another letter from the Red Cross as well, outlining what they will be using
that for. They’ve also seen an increase in the number of responses that they have made
here in our County, so it’s just to make sure again that we have them written into our
plans to do some very significant things both before, during, and after any kind of a
major event. And we really need to ensure that we have a strong Red Cross here for
Maui County.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Guzman, questions, sir?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I’m okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Carroll? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER 3AISA: No thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Not at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. She mentioned already her components that make up the Homeland
Security Grant. So are there any questions in that one? I mean it is money that she is
anticipating to receive and we have not received it yet. Is that correct?
MS. FOUST: That is correct. In the years, the way the allocation of our Homeland Security
Grant programs never coincides with our Budgets’ programs, and they also are usually
a two-or-three-year performance period. And I would just make a note and we’ve talked
about this before, Chair, you’ve brought it up with us in terms of old grants that we
have that are still on the books. We are working very diligently with, I appreciate, Sandy
has dedicated staff to help us reconcile those accounts, because the only open
Homeland Security Grants that we have currently are for federal Fiscal ‘14 and Federal
Fiscal ‘15. And so the monies that we are putting in for now are for Federal Fiscal ‘16
which we’re anticipating getting in October.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that. Members, any further questions for Ms. Foust
on any component of her Agency’s request, please make it known at this time, please.
Having none, Ms. Foust, is there any comments you’d like to end with for this morning,
please?
MS. FOUST: Just thank you very much for your support over the last five years that I’ve been
back at Civil Defense. I feel like our ability to continue to build our Agency and to build
that trust that we have in our community has been enhanced by the support that we’ve
received through this Council so I appreciate that. And April is Tsunami Awareness
Month. Tsunamis have no season, but we are really trying to push again that message
to our folks and let folks know that there is no hurricane.. .unlike the hurricane season,
you know earthquakes of which we have been having have been seems like fairly
regularly or more regularly. So just that note again and if people can revisit the
evacuation maps, and then we’ll be pushing out more information about the difference
between the two evacuation zones with the extreme tsunami. So those things will be
coming from our office, and I appreciate again any support you can give us in those
areas. And thank you for the hours that you folks have been putting in as well.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Foust. Members, with no further questions, we are going
to complete this review of the Office of Civil Defense and our Manager, Ms. Foust under
Emergency Management. We’re going to get it; we’re going to get it. So we thank you
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very much for being here with us this morning. Members, this is all for the Committee’s
work on Maui today. We will have a 6:00 p.m. meeting on Lanai this evening. Council
will be on Lanai for a 2:30 meeting, regarding the Lanai Community Plan. On Monday,
we are going to go to Molokai and before we go to Molokai, we still have some need of
work on this island. And so Monday morning, the Committee will start the review of
Capital Improvement Projects for the Department of Parks and Recreation. And when
we return on Tuesday, we will start the review of Police, and I believe we have Public
Works, CIP, and Water Department CIP being currently planned for Tuesday. So I’m
just letting you know what is anticipated in the next few days, and so if you can get your
documents and areas of concern and questions prepared, that would be appreciated.
There being no further business of this Committee for today, this meeting is adjourned.

(gavel).
ADJOURN:

10:07 a.m.

APPROVED:

HOMA,Chair
Budget and Finance Committee
bf:min: 160408:ld
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